TABLES FITTINGS AND ACCESSORIES

NEW FOLDING SHELF SUPPORT
Our new simple but effective shelf support is high on performance and low on cost. Available in 3 sizes and 2 colours. Simple locking and folding action provides an easy to use strong and effective support to add worktop extensions or small tables. Size A open. Size B closed 35 mm.

- FSS6200BR  Folding shelf support 200mm brown
- FSS6200BL  Folding shelf support 200mm black
- FSS6300BR  Folding shelf support 300mm brown
- FSS6300BL  Folding shelf support 300mm black
- FSS6400BR  Folding shelf support 400mm brown
- FSS6400BL  Folding shelf support 400mm black

NEW SELF LOCKING SHELF SUPPORT
New automatic locking shelf support, lift up and it clicks into position. To lower just lift the front lever to release lock and lower it down.

- FSB1851BL  185mm Self Locking Shelf Support
- FSB2852BL  285mm Self Locking Shelf Support
- FSB3403BL  340mm Self Locking Shelf Support

SWING OUT FLAP SUPPORT
B6302BG  Swing out, flap support bracket

TABLE HOOK
Nylon fitting allowing one end of small tables to be attached to wall. Table will also require a table leg. Colour available BR= Brown

- TF3001BR  Neat and effective table hook.

FOLDING FLAP/ SHELF SUPPORTS
The new supports for drop leaf shelves provide valuable worktop space. While being easily folded away.

- TSMN345  345 mm folding flap support mechanism
- TSMN445  445 mm folding flap support mechanism
- TSMN8098  Heavy duty folding shelf support
- TSMN30500  Very strong 3 part folding support mechanism

FOLDING SPRUNG FLAP SUPPORTS.
Easy to operate spring lock location of support arm. Made from strong pressed steel, zinc plated and passivated.

- TSMN250  250mm folding sprung flap support mechanism
- TSMN380  380mm long folding flap support

FIXED POLE HEAVY DUTY TABLE SUPPORT
Fixed table support is manufactured from a zinc plated core with an outer grey plastic tubular cover for a smart installed appearance. Fixed table height 700mm.

- TSL612400PMT  Fixed table support top version PMT

NEW LCD TV WALL MOUNTS
The Svensen TVSV5 Quick Release Wall Mount is a secure mounting point for your flat screen television. The mount supports 10" to 23" screens up to 25Kgs.

TVSV5

NEW UNDER SHELF TV MOUNT
The Svensen TVSV6 Undershelf Bracket is a sturdy, easy to install mount for your LCD or LED TV. Its fold-away arm conceals the display beneath your cabinet until you want to use it. An integrated swivel mount allows you to rotate the screen for easy viewing from any angle.

TVSV6

NEW ADJUSTABLE SWING ARM TV MOUNTS
The Svensen Adjustable Swing Arm is a sturdy, easy to install mount for your LCD or LED TV. A built-in spirit level and simple 3-point wall mounting makes fitting the arm easy. The slide-in TV attachment can be locked for security and allows quick screen removal without tools.

- TVSV7  Short Adjustable Swing Arm
- TVSV8  Single Adjustable Swing Arm
- TVSV9  Double Adjustable Swing Arm

LCD TV MONITOR MOUNTING BRACKET
Our LCD wall-mounting bracket permits the wall-mounted installation of LCD TV’S in Motorhomes, Caravans & Specialist Vehicles. It is ideal for wall mounting computer monitors in mobile offices, hospitality units and TV broadcast units.

FPOR TVL  LCD TV wall mounting bracket

Swing out arm LCD TV mount. Swing out has lock points at stowed and 90 degree open, additional positions can be cut into runner for precise positioning. Dual direction adjustment on LCD TV mounting plate. Fixing bracket 180mm H x 80mm. Arm pivot 220mm centres.

WE NOW OFFER INSTALLATION SERVICE
TELESCOPIC ISLAND TABLE POLE

New smart & stylish table support raises and lowers to suit height required. Strong marine grade castings top and bottom for strength. Matt anodised aluminium pole provides a quality finish to the leg. Table can be positioned at any height with the clamp knob. The mounting bases are 220mm Ø with recessed fixing holes providing a very sturdy table. The table pole has a maximum height of 760mm. Its height with the pole retracted to touch floor surface is 500mm. The table pole is designed to retract into a hole through the floor, where it is fitted with this hole the pole will retract to 362mm high, the pole will project through the floor 138mm.

FREE STANDING LOWERING TABLE FRAME

Complete portable freestanding table support with height adjusting Folding action. This enables the table to be used as a normal height Dining table or lowered to support a bed or act as a coffee table. Being completely portable it can also be used outside. (Colour brown) New narrow version 620mm wide for the smaller conversion space. Max height 655-695mm, minimum height 300-340mm.

TELESCOPIC ELECTRICALLY OPERATED TABLE SUPPORT

Telescopic table support is manufactured in steel with a stylish moulded plastic nesting skirt to hide mechanism. The table is powered by a 12v electric actuator controlled by remote wall switch which is supplied in kit. Table support is supplied complete with 2 way sliding mechanism for precise positioning of table top. (Table top is not supplied only fitted for photo demonstration) Height of leg max 720mm, min 330mm.

TELESCOPIC GAS STRUT OPERATED TABLE SUPPORT

Telescopic table support is designed to automatically raise from low to high by the press of the foot operated button on the floor base. Table locks in upper position until foot operated button is pressed to release lock. Hole in floor 100mm dia by 40mm deep for base of mechanism to fit into floor. Max frame height 765mm min height 345mm.

HULL N’ LOCK 2000 TABLE Fixing Profile

New variation on hook n' lock with aluminium profile fixed to wall and clip on moulded ABS table plate (black) with locking location catch.

MULTI POSITION OFFSET SWIVEL TABLE LEG

Designed to fix into wall mounted clamp bracket, table fixed to top swivel plate locking clamp locks table in any position. The right angled leg is made from 35mm dia tube & is fully removable for extra space. Table is widely used on German campers. The leg is available Zinc plated only.

SLIDING SUPPORTS FOR DROP LEAF TABLE TOPS

The sliding supports allow drop leaf tables to be used, freeing up valuable storage space. Can also be fitted inside a cupboard to pull out and support a fold over worktop.

HIGH SPEC FIXED, MANUAL & ELECTRIC TABLE SUPPORTS

Top slides pictured below are only supplied as part of the table kits left.

TABLE SLIDE TOP FRAME VERSIONS

Traversing positioning slide frame can be locked in any position it is slid to by means of tightening clamp levers on the slides. Available in 2 versions.

Version A allows table to be located on centre plate in 4 positions before it is bolted on. High quality aluminium slide rails allow positioning of table with ease. The slide mechanism allows 0 – 36cm slide able long ways and 0 to 17cm slide able width ways.

Version B allows table to be rotated fully 360 degrees and used in any positions by means of a swivel plate mechanism similar to a set swivel plate. It is lockable in 4 positions. High quality aluminium slide rails also allow positioning of table with ease. The slide mechanism allows 0 – 36cm slide able long ways and 0 to 17cm slide able width ways.

WE NOW OFFER INSTALLATION SERVICE

0844 414 2324 0844 414 2425
THE HOOK N’ LOCK TABLE WALL SLIDE BAR.

Locked Travelling Position  Optional Positions  Dismounted

The hook n’ lock is designed to firmly fix table to sidewall, while allowing lateral movement when unlocked, to make access to bed boxes easier, simply press down on central lock arm to release lock and slide table away without disturbing items on top of the table. Designed to complement our swing n’ lock folding table leg to make up table. Securely anchors table for traveling and use while allowing the flexibility of position.

TS950  Hook n’ lock table slide bar 950mm long kit
TSTBK  Spare set of table fixings to add alternative table to hook n’ lock

ISLAND LEGS

Range of island table legs and fittings to make strong tables. Tabletop can be used and fitted 360 degrees. A single leg will suffice for tables up to 20 inches square. For the larger table 20 x 24 inches upwards a pair of legs must be used. Available as individual components or as sets see price list for details. Colour options: Add B to end of code for Brown, BL for Black & C for chrome legs and polished aluminium bases. Stainless Steel 700mm legs only available as sets, 355mm leg sold singly.

TSL14SS  Island table leg 14” (355mm) (STAINLESS ONLY) For bed support
TSL26  Island table leg 26” (660mm)
TSL28  Island table leg 28” (710mm) (700mm Chrome)
TB8AF  Above floor base
TB8RC  Recessed base
TSSET26B  Set of 660mm 26” island leg, above floor & recessed base BROWN
TSSET28B  Set of 710mm 28” island leg, above floor & recessed base BROWN
TSSET26BL  Set of 660mm 26” island leg, above floor & recessed base BLACK
TSSET28BL  Set of 710mm 28” island leg, above floor & recessed base BLACK
TSSET28C  Set of 700mm 27 ¼” CHROME island leg, above floor & recessed base
TSSET28SS  Set of 700mm 28” Stainless Steel island leg, H Duty Cast Al above floor & recessed base

SWING N’ LOCK FOLDING TABLE LEG

Robust folding table leg can be used in many applications used in pairs to make a free standing table or use with hook n’ lock table slide to make variable position table. Colour options: Add B to end of code for Brown or add G for Grey or SS for Silver Sand

TSLF26-  Swing n’ lock folding table leg 660 mm
TSLF28-  Swing n’ lock folding table leg 710 mm

LIGHTWEIGHT FOLDING TABLE LEGS

High quality oval aluminium tube table legs. Lightweight and strong modern design. Innovative knuckle hinge for strength and reliability. 50mm x 25mm oval tube 715mm high. Kneeling height 325mm is used to make up bed base. New version with base bar to add further stability to tables over 600mm wide

TS8350B  Kneeling half folding table leg brown
TS8350G  Kneeling half folding table leg grey
TS8376G  Kneeling folding + base bar table leg grey
TS8050B  Full folding table leg brown
TS8050G  Full folding table leg grey
TS8076Q  Half folding table leg black + base bar with wheels for easy Movement of table along Hook N’ lock or TS2000 table bar.

BIFOLD N’ LOCK FOLDING TABLE LEG

Robust BI folding table leg can be used in many applications used in pairs to make a free standing table or use with hook n’ lock table slide to make variable position table. Leg when folded reduces in size in a scissor action to allow smaller table tops and reduced storage space requirements. Colour Black.

TSL850K  Bifold n’ lock folding table leg 650 mm